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Doing the Right Things
the Right Way
NIL’s aim is not merely to be successful in terms of business: on a daily basis, the company strives to
contribute to the progress and positive changes in society. We want to be a company that does the right
things the right way. We understand and believe that IT plays a crucial role in solving the issues and
challenges faced by individuals and companies, which was something that was observed particularly
during the covid-19 pandemic. IT connects people, managed solutions support digitisation, improve
companies and increase our customers’ operating efficiency. In the wake of increased cyber crime, IT
also provides IT security and protection. That is why our slogan is “IT for a better life”.
We carry out numerous activities and support initiatives that contribute to a cleaner environment, social
justice and inclusion, and socially responsible conduct, that improve working conditions at our company
and have a positive effect on the well-being and satisfaction of our employees. In these efforts, we
collaborate with numerous external partners, such as UNICEF, Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Slovenia, Managers’ Association of Slovenia, AmCham, Mediade, Ekvilib and IRDO institutes. We have
reinforced our ambitions by continuing the certification process to become a “Socially Responsible
Employer”, which is of a long-term nature and on the basis of which we implemented specific measures
that will help us monitor our success in realising our ambitions by doing the right things the right way.

Deliver on Promise
Learn for Life
Inspire Trust

IT for a Better Life

Commit to
Collaborate

6

Embrace
Sustainable
Change
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Well-informed and mindful people and their skills represent our core and key competitive advantage.
That is why we continuously invest in innovative environment and excellent working conditions. We
encourage a culture that is inclusive, supportive and focused on personal development, which improves
lives, all with the aim of remaining the No. 1 choice among top IT specialists. Done the right way.
The company is aware that it can only be successful in the long term if it understands the needs of
various stakeholders with whom it collaborates, as well as its impact on them, if it consciously takes
steps towards growth while also pursuing its mission – to build reliable platforms and infrastructures,
and to also partner with disruptive vendors, increasing (its) customer’s competitive advantage.
In line with the above, the company made a commitment to strive to implement all activities the right
way; the Management committed to sustainable business operations and working in line with our values.

As part of the larger CONSCIA network of knowledge, we are part of a unique community that delivers
on its promises. We want to be trusted and strive to obtain trust among colleagues and clients. Our
clients’ trust is the foundation of our business. We learn for life and from life in the network of
knowledge. We understand the importance of the correct approach – also in the light of corporate social
responsibility and sustainability of everything we do and how we do things: in the right way. Our success
is due to our collaboration and the understanding that each individual is part of it. We are aware that
values are not just for screensavers. They are our compass that reflects what we do and how we behave
in our offices and interactions.

IT for a
Better Life

We operate with a
global influence
in mind

$
Focus
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EMBRACING SUSTAINABLE CHANGE

Conscia contributes to a solid and reliable digital
foundation for society. It is our ambition to deliver and
service some of the most society-critical administrative
systems and complex IT infrastructure solutions
available on the market, allowing our customers to safely
focus their efforts on creating value for customers,
employees, society, and other stakeholders.
We acknowledge, that we, together with the IT industry
in general, possess the ability to change the world for the
better. Information technology has the potential to
contribute to a more inclusive and transparent world,
reduce inequalities, and optimize resource consumption.
Conscia became a signatory to the UN Global Compact in
2021, because we are committed to acting in accordance
with sound business principles. We conduct our business
with integrity, respect universal human and labor rights,
and it is our aim to reduce our environmental footprint,
unfold digital capabilities, engage our employees, and
make a positive contribution to the societies in which we
operate.
We also partner with some of the largest technology
companies in the world and together, we are firmly
committed to establish a sustainable value chain helping
our customers reducing their environmental footprint
through innovative IT solutions.
Erik Bertman
Chief Executive Officer, Conscia Group
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NURTURING CONNECTIONS

If we pay attention, time, and resources to something, it
will grow. That is why it’s crucial to have a clearly set
focus we wish to follow and dedicate our time to. If we
want long-term results and well-being for all our key
stakeholders and future generations, we also need to
focus on the future, the big picture. That is why
sustainable strategies are a necessity. I believe that the
HR function plays a very important role; the purpose of it
is to show how to connect business to the effect it has on
key stakeholders and to the future – the sustainable view,
which needs to be implemented in the management
process.
One of the key aspects of sustainable business strategies
is corporate social responsibility. At NIL, this is visible in
many aspects: We wish to nurture a respectful and
trustworthy relationship with our employees. We are
aware of the importance of nurturing culture in the
company and the management connected to it. We wish
to understand our employees’ needs outside of the
company and strengthen flexibility and separate
professional and personal lives. We are strengthening the
understanding of the effect our company has on the
society, a part of which we all are. We strive to make
choices to strengthen our positive influence. This is a
never-ending process of nurturing connections with all
company stakeholders and it needs to be made
permanent.
Katarina Primožič Ramoveš, MSc
People and Culture manager at NIL d.o.o.
Head of the project group for Corporate social
responsibility at Conscia
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ACTING RESPONSIBLY

Our company was the first IT company to receive the
Socially responsible employer certificate. We are
extremely proud of this fact, as it proves that NIL’s
sustainable strategy stems from a clear purpose of
supporting our vision and is being implemented in
accordance with our values.
In the past year, we have been working on activities and
projects which are focused on long-term well being of the
employees, the environment, community, and our
clients. We believe that our focus on social responsibility
helps us transcend the minimal and legally-binding
requirements of business operations. With our effort, we
have achieved better understanding and shifted into
social responsibility and sustainable development at the
Conscia group level. We have prepared a plan of activities
at all three ESG areas (environment, society, and
governance) by 2025.
We will continue to follow what we strive for and what has
been set for the upcoming three years. That is to follow
the set company strategy and to manifest the “IT for a
better life” motto in all areas.
Uršula Grošelj, MSc
Head of Marketing and Head of Sustainable
Development at NIL d.o.o.
Head of the project group for Environmental
responsibility at Conscia
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OPERATING TRANSPARENTLY

Transparency and Trust is a vital part of any relationship,
and in Conscia we understand the importance of them.
This goes for both the relationship with our customers,
partners, employees, company stakeholders, and the
society in general. We strive to operate in compliance
with applicable laws and recommendations on corporate
governance throughout the organization and we have
implemented a governance program, stipulating several
guidelines on our ways of doing business’ in an ethical
manner and with a solid moral foundation (Code of
Ethics), bribery ban (Anti-Bribery Manual), limiting
competition ban (Competition Manual), protecting
personal data (Data Protection Manual), sanctions (Trade
Sanctions

Manual),

whistleblowing

(Whistleblowing

Manual), IT security (Information Security Policy), and
sustainable business (ESG Policy). We believe all
aforementioned components are key in securing and
maintaining

Conscia’s

successful

and

sustainable

business.
Jure Planinšek, MSc
Head of Compliance and Legal at NIL d.o.o.
Head of the project group for Governance at Conscia
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Understanding and Implementing Principles
of Social Responsibility and International
Practices
Competence (accountability): We realise that our organisation and activity impacts various
stakeholders, the society, the environment and the economy. We supervise our operations and work
through clearly defined processes, which are in line with the ISO 9001 and ISO 27000 standards and
communication methods of our company. We are accountable to internal stakeholders and the state
(laws, regulations), and are aware of our involvement in the wider social environment, as well as of
potential consequences of implementing our activities. We conduct annual risk analyses and have
adopted measures aimed at preventing any repetitions of unintentional and unforeseen negative
impacts.
Transparency: Our decisions are transparent, information is available to stakeholders and is
distinguished by understandability, timeliness, clarity and objectivity. We have a decision-making
system in place, a system of communicating with our stakeholders. We use different communication
channels to provide transparency, continuity and accessibility.
Ethical conduct: We state in our documents and implement in practice the organisation’s key values
and principles, we have in place developed and functional leading structures, which help promote
ethical conduct within the organisation as well as in decision-making and cooperating with others; we
have established mechanisms for reporting on unethical behaviour and taking appropriate steps about
it (ethical conduct involves honesty, equality, integrity, care for the people, the animals and the
environment, and commitment to consider the impact of activities and decisions on stakeholders’
interests) in line with the adopted code of ethics, which has been implemented at Group level.
Respecting stakeholders’ interests: Because we are aware of the impact of our organisation and
activities on various stakeholders, the company, the environment and the economy, we have identified
our stakeholders within the strategic approach of “doing things the right way”, and we respect their
interests and rights. In line with our fundamental values (collaboration, team work, passion, trust and
respect) we cooperate with them at different levels and strive to consider their opinions, i.e. not just the
owners’ opinions.
Adhering to the rule of law: We work in line with applicable laws and regulations. In this spirit, we have
established clear rules of working and operation, which are in line with the applicable regulations.
Accordingly, we have a system of internal legal rules, which ensure legal certainty for all stakeholders
involved.
Adhering to international norms of working: We respect international norms of working and the rule
of law, and avoid being complicit with other organisations in matters that are not in line with these
norms.
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AT NIL, WE:

Do not enter into formal or informal

Do not provide goods
or services to entities
that use them to
abuse human rights.

partnerships or contractual relations with
partners, who abuse human rights within the
partnership or in the course of implementing
contractual work.

Enquire about the

Made sure that we are not party to any

social and

displacing of people from their land, unless this

environmental

is done under national legislation and

circumstances in

international norms, which also includes

which the purchased

searching for all alternative solutions and

goods and services

making sure that appropriate compensation is

are produced.

provided to the affected parties.

Examine giving statements to the public or
any other action to prove we do not justify any
abuse of human rights such as discrimination
in employment in the country in question.

Avoid relationships
with entities involved
in anti-social activities.

Respecting human rights: We abide by and acknowledge the meaning and universal nature of human
rights and protect them even in the circumstances where human rights are not explicitly protected; we
comply with the legislation and regulations as well as international norms of working in this area. We
also ensure respect for human rights through a transparent system of communication and a system of
internal legal rules, which ensure legal certainty for all stakeholders involved. We connect with
stakeholders or partners, with whom we highlight the importance of this area (e.g. Unicef, Ekvilib
Institute, IRDO Institute, etc.).
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Honest Business Practices
We work in line with applicable laws and regulations. In this spirit, we have established clear rules of
working and operation, which are in line with the applicable regulations. Accordingly, we have a system
of internal legal rules, which ensure legal certainty for all stakeholders involved.
In the area of comprehensive ethical conduct and operation, a complete compliance programme was
established in line with the guidelines of corporate management and ethical operation. It covers the
following areas of supervision and monitoring: code of conduct, IT security, GDPR, a “whistleblowing”
system, ethical business practices, competition and prohibition of bribery.

Organisation and Managing Social
Responsibility at NIL
The company made a commitment to strive to implement all activities the right way – with commitment
to sustainable business operations and working in line with our values:
Inspire trust, deliver on promise, learn for life, embrace sustainable change, and commit to collaborate.
In 2019, NIL’s management team has initiated a a business strategy which arises from the vision of our
company, is in line with our strategic focus, and determines the specific steps towards sustainable work
and operation. The sustainable strategy model was developed internally. At the leadership level, we also
adopted a specific measure called Walk the Talk, by means of which we strive to improve and nurture
communication towards and with the employees, to function transparently, to live NIL values shared
with the CONSCIA group and act in line with our vision to improve lives.

14
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In this context, we adapted all of our communication to the common focus, which we cultivate at our
company, namely the focus on our employees, our customers, business results and operational
excellence as well as on having a positive impact, i.e. on doing things the right way. The structure of the
monthly newsletter for the employees was adapted to this focus, and the same is true of NIL breakfasts
(meetings of all employees intended to foster communication, connection and informing) and NIL goal
frame (structure of objectives that is the same for all company employees). The focus is followed by
thoroughly planned steps, with which we build and nurture the desired culture.
At the same time, the company undertook to obtain the Socially Responsible Employer and appointed a
project manager for this endeavour. We also formed a special team of employees that liaises and
approves socially responsible initiatives. The Social Responsibility Team comprises 12 individuals from
different areas of work (HR, marketing, sales, technical segment, procurement, general services, etc.).

•

Level 1: Company college – determines guidelines – the company’s vision and business
strategy, as well as the technological strategy already at the planning stage. Within the
management team, a sponsor is appointed for sustainable business strategy.

•

Level 2: The Project Manager in charge of obtaining the Socially Responsible Employer
certificate makes sure commitments are realised and consistent records are kept. The Project
Manager works closely with the sponsor; weekly meetings are set up to ensure that the
mapped-out strategy is implemented. The Project Manager also monitors initiatives received
from internal stakeholders, and does so through a designated e-mail sustainability@nil.com.

•

Level 3: The Social Responsibility Team convenes and defines key topics. The proposal is then
reviewed by the Project Manager in charge of obtaining the Socially Responsible Employer
certificate, who presents it and forwards it to Management for approval.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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The Culture of our Organisation
We believe that we can always be better as a team, which is why we promote team work and a culture
of collaboration. We devote special attention to the development of close contact and relationship with
our customers, as trust is what leads to solutions that are just right for them and have positive effects.
In these efforts, we work closely with our owner, Conscia. Our focus is clearly defined through the CTO,
which cultivates and determines our technology strategy, and by means of Programmes of creating
added value, which we help form at Group level.
We nurture a positive attitude and constructive ways of bilateral communication, whereby we make sure
we follow through on our words. As we understand that different opinions bring new synergies and
better solutions, we focus a lot of our energy on enhancing varied knowledge, building on our
competences, sharing experience and strengthening of diversity. Every opinion matters, every voice
counts. This enriches us and creates value for our customers and the company. Done the right way. Our
culture, in which we take great pride, results from collaboration by all employees, as we all help form it.
It is the result of thoroughly planned steps, with which we build and nurture the desired culture. The
latter is embedded within the entire Quality Management System (QMS) in the company.
Our sustainable business strategy arises from the reason for and clear purpose of our company’s
existence, supports our vision and is implemented in line with our values. It involves continuously
striving to understand various stakeholders, give concrete answers to the question of the impact the
strategy has on them, and is mindful of the next financial year as well as the generations to come in
terms of the goals set.
Our organisation succeeded in forming a strategic model that follows all of the above and we are are
more than happy to share it at Group level.

OUR STEPS TOWARDS
TOP CULTURE

PEOPLE & CULTURE
CYCLE - QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

PRACTICES,
POLICIES:

NIL VISION,
MISSION, PURPOSE
16

NIL VALUES &
BEHAVIOURS

LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIOURS
AND WAYS OF
THINKING AND
OPERATING

EMPLOYEES
BEHAVIOURS
AND WAYS OF
THINKING AND
OPERATING

NIL GOAL
FRAME
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Broader View and Connection with the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (Agenda 2030) and Strategic
Orientations of the Republic of Slovenia for
Achieving a High Quality of Life
Indirectly, our work also contributes to the sustainable development goals. We applied the sustainable
operation model, developed within the company, to the Agenda 2030 objectives, as we also want to
raise awareness about the broader social challenges faced by our society.

TO PROVIDE EVERYONE EQUALLY WITH TOP-QUALITY EDUCATION AND
PROMOTE THE OPTIONS OF LIFE-LONG LEARNING FOR EVERYONE.

TO ACHIEVE GENDER EQUALITY AND STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF ALL WOMEN
AND GIRLS.

TO PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH, FULL AND
PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT AND DECENT WORK FOR EVERYONE.

TO BUILD A DURABLE INFRASTRUCTURE, PROMOTE INCLUSIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIALISATION AND PROMOTE INNOVATION.

TO ENSURE SUSTAINABLE METHODS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION.

TO STRENGTHEN THE METHODS AND RESOURCES USED FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES AND REVIVE THE GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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We also pay attention to the Strategic
orientations of the Republic of Slovenia for
achieving a high quality of life, and take them
into consideration in our work.
We strive to co-create an inclusive, healthy,
safe and responsible society, which is why we
have co-signed the Diversity Charter.
Our vision is based on knowledge, exchange of
knowledge and continuous enhancement of
expertise, and we therefore support learning for
and throughout life.

TRUSTED
SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER
OF CHOICE

NETWORK OF
KNOWLEDGE
BEST PLACE
TO WORK

IT FOR A BETTER LIFE.
We are co-creating a Network of Knowledge comprising of over 900 experts within the Group; we share
knowledge with the interested public via blogs authored by our experts, as well as workshops, podcasts,
and free-of-charge virtual lectures, and share examples of good practices with the wider community.
Understandably, every employee has his/her own individual development plan, focusing on both
personal and professional development.
Our operations contribute to highly-productive economy, which creates added value for all. We realise
that this is possible through strategic encouragement and nurturing of a culture of collaboration, which
is being built by highly qualified talent who realises the importance of continuous learning,as well as of
raising the level of qualification and personal efficiency. This attitude results in organisational efficiency
as well.
Last but not least, we strive to maintain a healthy natural environment and a healthy lifestyle by
informing employees through internal programmes.

18
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NIL’s Model of Sustainable Operation
Comprises 4 Levels:
•
•

Level 1: Our vision represents the starting point.

•

Level 3: Content strategy – programmes of creating
added value (VCP – value creation plan, i.e.
programmes we help form at Group level)

•

Level 4: This level represents the connectedness with
the sustainable development objectives – Agenda
2030, by means of which we also want to raise
awareness about the wider social challenges our
society is facing.

Level 2: This level represents our focus (focus on
employees, customers, on creating added value
measured through EBITDA and revenue, excellence and
work done the right way)

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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NIL’s Strategic Focus: Measures
and Objectives of Sustainable
Development
Focus on People
NIL is a company where each employee can realize their full potential and co-create the IT infrastructure
of the future. As part of the leading supplier team of secure, reliable solutions and services, the
employee becomes an integral part of a unique network of knowledge. We are fuelled by endless
curiosity, genuine interpersonal relationships, complex challenges, and simple solutions – we are
dedicated to learn for life. We tightly collaborate despite technical and physical borders and encourage
sustainable change. With our influence, we help shape the future for us all.
The key starting point in NIL’s strategic people focus is the annual “people and culture” cycle, which is
an integral part of the company’s Quality Management System (QMS), in the framework of which we,
along with the employees, carry out processes of continuous HR improvement in order to retain our
employees, create the desired culture and create the best work environment for our experts.The cycle
applies to the employees (regardless of where they work), students, and contractual partners, who
usually collaborate with the company.

20
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Unlocking Our Team’s Untapped Potential
We want to see our team members thrive and develop their full potential, which is why we are
committed to employee development. Technical professionals in our company can take advantage of a
full range of options geared at professional development and gaining professional experience. On a
system level, this is supported with a talent development scheme that provides insight into different
career paths. These can run into various vertical pathways or branch off to Conscia. In this context,
employees are offered the opportunity to become intimately familiar with customer-oriented business
operations: managed services, professional services, training/learning, developing contents, etc. We are
proud that our team of employees acknowledges the company as a reliable partner – their first choice –
and its commitment to support their professional advancement and personal growth.
Table: Educational structure overview
LEVEL OF
EDUCATION

HEADCOUNT

5

39

Short-term higher education programme (prior to 1994)
Short-term higher technical programme

6/1

11

Professional higher education programme (1st Bologna cycle)
University Bachelor’s Degree programme (1st Bologna cycle)

6/2

46

University Bachelor’s Degree programme (former programme)
Master’s Degree programme (MA/MSc) (2nd Bologna cycle)

7

47

Specialisation based on a University education programme
Master’s Degree programme (former “magisterij”) MA/MSc

8/1

13

Doctorate of Science education programme (3rd Bologna cycle.) PhD

8/2

3

TYPE OF EDUCATION
Secondary and Upper secondary school education (Gimnazija)

Total number of employees as of 30 September 2021

159

NIL ended the financial year 2021 with 159 employees. In 2021, we hired 25 employees, while 12
employees left the company. At the end of the year, NIL employed 46 women and 113 men. There were
also 22 students working at NIL.
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Teams of Top Notch Experts & Technical Powerhouse
Employees have the opportunity to be involved in teams of top notch experts from Slovenia and abroad,
employ state-of-the-art tools and technologies in a wide array of technical applications, and to be a part
of intriguing, technologically advanced projects taking place in Slovenia and globally that represent an
extraordinary opportunity even to seasoned professionals.
Our strategic goal is to ensure that our strategic suppliers operate with high-level certifications to
highlight the overall expertise of our people. Acquiring knowledge and obtaining certifications from
leading manufacturers of IT equipment dovetails with the widely used exchange of knowledge between
fellow team members and departments via virtual teams covering specific technological applications,
which were created on company level and Conscia-wide level. As such, our experts have access to over
800 experts within the Group with whom they can exchange knowledge and experience.
We have a Center of Excellence, which offers numerous opportunities for education, connection and
sharing of experience at the level of the entire company. The Center of Excellence is a department
operating within the Conscia Group and connects top European IT companies, part of which is NIL.
The Center of Excellence originated in NIL, where organic growth led to the need for coordinated capture
and management of knowledge. After including NIL in the Conscia Group, the Center of Excellence
immediately evolved into a centre at Group level (Conscia Center of Excellence [CCoE]) in line with the
Group objective to become the leading European provider of safe and reliable IT infrastructure solutions.
It thus became the backbone in building the Network of Knowledge and the key source of support to one
of the six pillars of value in the Group, i.e. the Technical Powerhouse.
The Technical Powerhouse project, from which an entire department was formed, necessitated
corresponding organisation within the company. The idea was enthusiastically received also at the
Future of Work hackathon (organised by Competo) in early 2019.
Today, the competency Center of Excellence takes care of the capture and management of the Group’s
knowledge, especially informal, thereby embedding knowledge-sharing in the employees’ culture. With
its broad support by means of tools, methodology, services and motivation, the Center of Excellence
simplifies the sharing of knowledge among Conscia Group employees, and enables them to
demonstrate their first-rate capabilities in front of clients.

22
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The basic purpose of the Center of Excellence is to capture a large quantity of knowledge, which exists
informally within a closed circle, and to share it with others in the Group. The knowledge which, up until
now, all too often remained “stored” on employees’ PCs or even in their minds, could not be enhanced
and transferred to other employees. Efficient, fast and open sharing of internal knowledge enables the
utilisation of all the potentials possessed by the company or the Group. Knowledge exchange thus
enables:

•

effective closing of knowledge gaps in the most direct environment to which the employee is
exposed,

•
•

advanced building of competences and enhanced creativity,

•

extremely increased cooperation between employees, departments and companies in the
Group, which also improves internal communication and culture of the Group.

formal management of informal knowledge and synergies – the production and
professionalisation of content that the Group can offer to the market from the most direct
practice, and

Table: The number of NIL’s engineering experts with technical certifications:
Cisco

61

(12 x CCIE)

Microsoft

21

(3 x Expert)

Vmware

18

(6 x VCAP, 2 x VCIX)

Palo Alto

11

(4 x CNSE)

GIAC

11

CompTIA

6

IBM

6

Pure Storage

5

F5

4

RedHat

4

Veeam

4

Carbon Black

3

CQURE

3

Zabbix

3

DellTechnologies

2

ITIL

2

NetBrain

2

Check Point

1

CISA

1

Fortinet

1

OSCP

1

Tenable

1
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Professional and Personal Advancement – Our Strategic
Priorities
Our staff regularly attends seminars and conferences in Slovenia and abroad. Their personal
advancement is supported via our in-house speaker club that focuses on enhancing communication
skills. As a Patron member of AmCham, we support young successful talents and in this regard annually
organise a “Young Talents” competition for our employees. Our managerial team is encouraged to take
part in the ”Young Leaders” programme and get active in the working environment at large.

Success is Built by People
With this in mind, we make it a point to provide proper incentives and a variable reward scheme to our
employees. To this end, NIL put in place a unique reward system, which is inextricably linked to its
future-oriented strategy and the culture it aspires to create, whilst keeping a strong focus on its people,
providing excellence in customer relationships and showing business results and a positive influence.

Programmes for Students
Scouting for talents and their development is an essential task for NIL, and a key to the success of the
company. We do our best to appeal to young people. When working in a demanding and competitive
environment, daily challenges are par for the course. To tackle them head on, NIL developed a number
of training programmes for students and new employees, and established close cooperation with the
Faculty of Engineering and Computer Science under the University of Ljubljana.
Graduate students with an interest in ICT, an out-of-the-box mindset, and eagerness to start a career in
the modern world of IT can attend NIL’s free training courses to kick start their professional development.

Keen participation in these programmes, youthful drive and an innovative mindset are the hallmarks of
a potential NIL recruit. The company’s WISIT programme was designed to help students get a feel for
the inner workings of the company and the opportunities it offers, and for new recruits to get familiar not
only with technical subjects, but also soft skills such as public speaking and how to make a sales pitch.
The participants end the course by handing in a final paper which they present to the Management, and
their idea is usually implemented into our business. This year, for example, a group of students has
formed a license plate and vehicle colour recognition tool, connected it to the internal parking
reservation and work logging application, and addressed many administrative challenges we had been
facing in the aforementioned processes.

24
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Internal Communication
Internal communication plays a vital role in NIL’s efforts to create a cohesive corporate culture and
shared employee identity, while also being an integral part of external communication and marketing
activities. We strive for wide-reaching in-house communication that underpins our overarching external
communication to reflect our belief that only employees who understand changes can effectively
communicate our story to the world outside.

The focus of our employees lies on ensuring customer satisfaction which in turn relies on employee
satisfaction. Our efforts are geared toward constructive in-house communication that acts as a venue for
our employees to ask questions, express their opinions and provide comments through different channels.
Various activities have been designed to facilitate information exchange, strengthen corporate values,
promote acceptable conduct and corporate culture, encourage socialising opportunities and nurturing
relationships between co-workers, with the ultimate goal of establishing a positive working climate.
It is important to strike a healthy balance between professional and private life. Our in-house
communication efforts therefore address and engage our employees and their families.
In-house communication events:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NIL breakfast – quarterly breakfast meetings
NIL virtual coffees – monthly morning meetings
NIL open door day for children – annual event in May
NIL’s picnic – traditionally held in June for employees with their families
NIL’s team adventure
Unief World Children's Day in NIL – creative workshop for employees’ children
NIL’s Santa visit – Christmas presents for employees’ children
NIL’s New Year's party – December event for employees

Measures and activities to reinforce our focus on employees and measure their efficiency
NIL
FOCUS

MEASURE/KPI
Annual measuring of ENPS

54,5

55

55,5

56

58

Annual measuring of
engagement

82%

83%

82%

83%

84%

56 and
85%

56,5 and
86%

56 and
85%

56,5 and
86%

52 and
84%

1,8

1,8

2,3

2

2,2

FOCUS
Ensuring a healthy working
ON
PEOPLE environment with efficient mutual cooperation of employees/
their representatives – monitoring the state of health and
general well-being via a survey
and measuring sick leaves
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NIL
FOCUS

ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE
IN 2021

SITUATION
IN 2021

OBJECTIVE
IN 2022

Promoting and ensuring respect
for the employees’ personal
lives: Implementing the familyfriendly policy measures, hybrid
work model

Application of measures relating to the family friendly policy
and employee satisfaction

Education of leaders: All
leaders to complete the
WALK THE TALK programme

60%
realisation of
the
programme

100%
realisation
of the
programme

100%
realisation
of the
programme

100%
realisation
of the
programme

Programme
approval

Implementation of
Leadership
LAB on the
subject

Workshop
not
implemented – only a
pilot project

Implementation of
Leadership
LAB on the
subject

100%

75%
realisation
of the
programme

100%

Education of leaders:
Implementing the
SUSTAINABLE LEADERSHIP
programme – implementation
within NIL Leadership LAB

FOCUS
ON
PEOPLE

SITUATION
IN 2020

Providing training and
education for all age groups:
Every employee has their own
individual development plan

100%

Adjusting work conditions:
Implementing the familyfriendly policy measures

Application of the family friendly policy measures and
employee satisfaction

Participation of employees in
assessing occupational health
and safety

KUDOS system: Giving praise
for what is important to us

Employing students
Activities aimed at encouraging
young people, especially young
women, to opt for engineering
professions
Gender equality programmes: It
is NIL’s practice to establish
gender equality in all employeerelated processes, activities and
policies.
Employee exchange

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Nurturing a culture of cooperation

Nurturing a culture of giving
praise for what is important
to us

Implementing an additional
praise mechanism – the
KUDOS function in BOB
(group HR system)

7

In line with
the plan

11

In line with
the plan

90%
realisation of
the
programme

100%
realisation
of the
programme

#WomeninIT;
initiative,
Mediade
collaboration

100%
realisation
of the
programme

100% respect for gender equality at all levels and for all
groups of stakeholders

Platform set up

Slack channel set up
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Focus on Customers

It is our vision to be a Network of Knowledge, which also pertains to working with our customers and
other key stakeholders. In the area of working with external stakeholders, we focused especially on
honest business practices and protection of consumers’ information, and raising awareness about the
importance of IT security. We also share our knowledge with the interested public (experts, customers).
To protect our property as well as the rights of our customers, we apply the following practices in our
business:
1. Ensuring protection of our customers and their personal information at the highest possible level
2. Working in line with the GDPR guidelines
3. Educating and raising the awareness of our customers and other stakeholders (etc. consumers)
4. Signing NDAs

EDUCATING AND RAISING THE AWARENESS
OF CONSUMERS

IT-VARNOST

We educate and raise the awareness of consumers,
the community and our customers via various
channels; we carry out webinars, podcasts, post on
social networks and our website. We provide expert
content, i.e. white papers, blogs, articles and
contributions. To that end, we have a sub-page
dedicated to knowledge: www.nil.com/sl/znanje/
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Involvement in the Community and its Development
In line with our comprehensive strategy, the goals in this area and, at the same time, our social
responsibility commitments are as follows:

AREA

MEASURE/KPI

CLIENT
FOCUS

Annual NPS measuring –
customer satisfaction

AREA

REALISATION 2020

GOAL 2021

REALISATION 2021

GOAL 2022

81

82

91

92

ACTIVITIES UNTIL THE END OF 2021
Inclusion of social and environmental criteria for suppliers

STATUS
100%

CUSTOMER FOCUS
Corporate volunteering

50%

1. By taking part in and forging partnerships with local, national and international
organisations of civil society: We want to establish mutual relationships. At the moment, we
are actively collaborating with faculties, certain secondary schools, Unicef and trade
associations: Managers’ Association of Slovenia, AmCham, and the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Slovenia.

2. Voluntary incentives, prizes and commitments: We are becoming involved in new endeavours
and continue being involved in voluntary incentives, commitments and prizes in the sphere of
social responsibility, whereby active participation and engagement is crucial. We collaborate with
the following organisations and projects: UNICEF, Golden Thread, Woman Engineer of the Year,
Present Your Occupation initiative, Tap Water certification, Ekvilib Institute, IRDO Institute, etc. We
also initiate our own projects, such as “Women in IT”, with which we want to present our female
experts that successfully work in the IT industry with the goal to break down the myth that IT is a
man’s world. We also want to excite young women to decide for a career in the IT industry.
3. Corporate volunteering: This area is essential for us, as our expertise can contribute to a better
society and improve technology literacy.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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Focus on Operational Excellence and a
Positive Impact on the Environment
Reducing the Impact on the Environment

Concern for sustainable operations and social responsibility represents an important strategic principle
in NIL’s operations. The environmental aspect of our operating policy is becoming increasingly important
both within the company and in relation to business partners.
Our efforts to reduce harmful effects on the environment are included in the complex of developing new
solutions that strive towards effective energy use.
Our constant care for the natural environment is considered already when selecting technology as well
as in equipment maintenance, storage and responsible handling of used equipment.
At all levels of operations, we consistently adhere to the instructions and recommendations provided by
computer equipment manufacturers, and comply with environmental regulations as well as
international guidelines and standards (e.g. Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (RoHS)).
Separate collection of waste reflects the company’s awareness in the sense of striving to improve the
quality of living, for example taking care to preserve a clean environment and achieve a beneficial effect
on the health of people.
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In 2021, we have initiated a campaign on sustainability and carbon footpring awareness in the areas of:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Water conservation
Shutting off lights and sustainable lightning
Switching to green electricity
Recycling waste
Plugging out standby devices
Taking the stairs

5

Closing the faucet can
reduce the carbon
footprint for up to

Switching to green electricity
can help us save up to

Turning off
lights
can prevent the
emission of up to

20 kg

520 kg

400 kg

of CO₂ per year.

of CO₂ per year.

of CO₂ per year.

The same amount of CO₂ can
be found in approximately
200 fire extinguishers.

In a year, this
amounts to
100 L of water.

Separating waste
reduces the carbon
footprint for up to

When in standby, plugging
out devices in a network
can save up to

140 kg

10%

of CO₂ per year.

To use this much CO₂,
it takes 25 trees one
year of growth.

of “vampire”
energy.

You can burn from

5-11
This is the same amount of
CO₂ produced in fermenting
7.000 pints of beer.
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calories in one minute
by taking the stairs.
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Efficient Energy Use
In addition to more effective remote cooperation, modern solutions in business communication enable
operations that are more environmentally friendly. NIL offers top-quality solutions for business
cooperation called Cisco TelePresence and Cisco WebEx, which increase effectiveness and lower
operating costs as they reduce the need for travelling to meetings as well as the number of meetings
with colleagues or clients.
Undoubtedly, cloud computing is fundamentally eco-friendlier than the traditional ICT infrastructure.
However, it is not environmentally friendly in itself; this depends on the design and implementation of
entire solutions.
The range of NIL’s solutions in cloud computing comprises the following:

•
•

HyperCenter (private cloud architecture),
Flex IT (trustworthy public cloud).

Within this offering, the eco-friendly approach is reflected in numerous improvements:

•
•
•
•

connecting several users to one source enables better utilisation of sources,

•

by replacing traditional PCs with thin online clients and terminal servers we release less CO₂ into
the atmosphere,

•

restricted use of certain hazardous substances and the use of biodegradable materials reduce
the environmental burden and pollution and

•

virtualisation of hardware resources decreases the need for power supply and space for
infrastructure installation.

a lower consumption of hardware on site can signify electricity savings of up to 70%,
the needs for physical components are smaller, which means savings in raw materials,
the repair services activate as needed and don't run continuously, which reduces energy
consumption,

NIL has also developed a system that shuts down excessive capacities when they are not in use. The
system decreases electricity costs, the need for cooling equipment and thus the impact on the
environment.

Waste Equipment Management
Suitable handling of waste computer equipment is an important part of NIL's eco-activities. Obligations
that arise from the manufacturer’s extended responsibility for careful handling of waste electronic and
computer equipment as well as equipment of customers, which are dictated by Slovenian legislation,
are fulfilled by NIL via a subcontractor qualified and authorised to manage waste electrical or computer
equipment.
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NIL is involved in the Product Takeback and Recycle programme of its key supplier Cisco Systems. The
programme reduces costs associated with tracking, storing and managing excess or obsolete
networking equipment. We can return our used equipment to the supplier, i.e. Cisco Systems. The
equipment is then disposed of in an environmentally safe way, applying processes that comply with all
nature conservation regulations, including the Swiss Ordinance on the Return, Taking Back and Disposal
of Electrical and Electronic Equipment, the EU Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(WEEE) and the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) rules and regulations.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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Measures and Activities to Reinforce Our Focus on
Operational Excellence and a Positive Impact on the
Environment, and to Measure Their Efficiency
In the framework of NIL’s sustainable development model, we adopted the following additional
initiatives, which we will realise in 2022 and which will help us become the EU champion in protection
of the environment, i.e. focus on the environment:

NIL FOCUS

FOCUS ON
OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE AND A
POSITIVE IMPACT
ON THE
ENVIRONMENT

IMPLEMENTATION
STATUS 2021

IMPLEMENTATION
STATUS 2022

Management’s commitment to social
responsibility

100%

100%

Social Responsibility Team

100%

100%

Reporting on and monitoring social responsibility

70%

100%

Identification of stakeholders and inclusive
communication with them

100%

100%

Energy efficiency of devices

70%

90%

Paperless operations

60%

90%

Low carbon footprint, circular and climateresilient economy

50%

60%

Business travel

50%

100%*

Arrival to work

10%

100%*

Company cars

50%

100%*

Encouraging tap water drinking

100%

100%

Policy of switching off electronic devices

70%

90%

Energy-efficient lighting

50%

90%

QMS: ISO 9001, ISO 27000

100%

100%

ACTIVITIES AND MEASURES –
REALISATION

*the effect of the coronavirus situation and work from home
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At

Conscia

Group

level,

implementation

of

environmental, social and economic initiatives (in EGS
– Environment, Social and Government activities) is in
progress. In the environmental segment, a model of
maturity and environmental activities is being
prepared. The model will serve to classify and further
enhance the current environment-related activities
which are in progress at the level of individual states.
The aim for all members of the Conscia Group is to
have implemented and uses as soon as possible the
basic model and outlined levels at which they want to
be, depending on the model of maturity in
environmental activities.

The aim is to set up, by 2023, one NOC example from
practice in our area of operation; how we reduced our
digital footprint and, as a result, our CO₂ emissions.

IN 2020, NIL RECEIVED THE HORUS
AWARD FOR ITS STRATEGIC APPROACH
TO SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS, WHICH
CONTINUES TO BE NURTURED:
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Risk Management
NIL’s business involves complex and dynamic ICT activities, which is why thorough knowledge and
understanding of risks enables the company to respond in a timely and correct manner in this
increasingly challenging business environment. The company has thus established systematic risk
management, which enables identification, assessment and management of the key risks the company
is exposed to.
Risks are assessed according to two criteria: risk probability (frequency of occurrence of event) and
potential negative impact on the business. We also take into consideration the already introduced
controls. The aim of risk management is to ensure efficient measures to address and thus minimise
potential risks.
NIL's register of risks comprises of the following risks:
1. Market risks (competition, buyers, competitiveness)
2. Inherent risk (employee and knowledge management, operational risk)
3. Risks associated with legislation and regulations
4. Risks associated with suppliers (suppliers, partners, contractors)
5. Financial risks (currency, credit, liquidity, interest risks)

Information risks are regularly assessed and updated by process owners in accordance with the
requirements of international standards ISO 27001 and ISO 31000. Identified risks are regularly
assessed and managed by means of various measures. We place special emphasis on excellent
cooperation with the Security Operations Center (SOC), Head of Information Security and with IT, all of
which jointly plan and implement measures intended to continuously improve the company’s
information security.
Corporate risks involve risks relating to the company’s business processes and coporate management.
Market risks, which the company manages by systematically monitoring developments in the business
environment and responding to them on time. We address market risks by continuously monitoring our
competition, conducting market and benchmark analyses, and by measuring customer satisfaction.
Moreover, we regularly update NIL’s portfolio of solutions in order to meet the customers’ expectations.
When it comes to inherent risks, HR and knowledge management are the most important. Intellectual
capital therefore represents the company’s greatest asset and is given special attention as such. We
manage the risk through regular training, measuring organisational climate, conducting annual interviews
and preparing career plans, assessing management and measuring the quality of internal services.
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Risks associated with legislation and regulations comprise the risk of failing to achieve legality in
business operations. Changes in legal provisions may have a positive or negative effect on a company’s
operations. We manage the associated risks by regularly monitoring and analysing the impact of
legislative proposals or amendments on our business. If necessary, we consult with experts and
advisers specialised in the relevant legislation.
Risk associated with suppliers is the risk pertaining to the selection of a suppler of material, goods and
services and the associated risk in terms of the quality, quantity and delivery times of the ordered
product/service. The company protects itself against these forms of operating risks by assessing its
suppliers, measuring customer satisfaction, controlling the quality of products/services and taking part
in regular training.
In performing its core activity, the company is indirectly exposed to the currency risk USD/EUR
exchange rate movements in particular. The company manages this risk by reconciling outflows in a
foreign currency with the expected inflows in a foreign currency.
The company manages price risk to the greatest extent possible by reconciling the purchase terms with
suppliers on the one hand and sales terms towards the customers on the other.
Credit risks include all risks that impact the reduction of economic benefits resulting from late-payment
culture or the inability of debtors to meet their contractual obligations. We manage the risk with
dispersed customers from various branches of economic and non-economic activity.
In most cases, NIL does business with well-known and proven business partners whose ratings are
promptly monitored. Potential risks are also reduced by territorial diversification, diversity of products
and a wide range of service solutions.
By regularly monitoring outstanding and overdue trade receivables, age structure of receivables and
average payment deadlines, NIL preserves its credit exposure within acceptable limits.
The ability to regularly settle operating and financial liabilities plays an important role in the assessment
of the liquidity risk.
The cash flow risk is managed by planning and monitoring cash flows while taking into consideration
operational due diligence (liquidity and solvency of operations and capital adequacy principles).
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